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This bookleT conTains ThRee sepaRaTe documenTs. 

The ‘demands & needs sTaTemenT’ and The ‘abouT ouR 

insuRance seRvices’ documenTs boTh explain how This 

volvo assisTance policy has been sold To you. 

The ‘policy woRding’ pRovides The full TeRms, 

condiTions and exclusions of The insuRance policy 

foR volvo assisTance.
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DemAnDs AnD neeDs stAtement

volvo assistance is typically suitable for those 
who wish to insure themselves with respect 
to roadside assistance for their vehicle for 12 
months.

you may already possess alternative insurance(s) 
for some or all of the features and benefits this 
type of policy provides. it is your responsibility to 
investigate this.

mondial assistance (uk) limited has not 
provided you with any recommendation or advice 
about whether this product fulfils your specific 
insurance requirements.

4. volvo assistance
 4.1 whaT To do if you need assisTance
 4.2 euRopean auToRouTe ResTRicTions
 4.3 volvo assisTance in The uk
  3.3.1 local oR Roadside and home assisTance
  3.3.2 sToRage
  3.3.3 onwaRd TRavel, hoTel accommodaTion oR caR hiRe
  3.3.4 vehicle collecTion
  3.3.5 message Relay
 4.4 volvo assisTance in The conTinenTal euRope
  3.4.1 local RecoveRy oR Roadside assisTance
  3.4.2 sToRage
  3.4.3 onwaRd TRavel, hoTel accommodaTion oR caR hiRe
  3.4.4 vehicle RepaTRiaTion
  3.4.5 message Relay
 4.5 assisTance exclusions
 4.6 caRavans and TRaileRs
 4.7 adveRse weaTheR condiTions
 4.8 Release fees
 4.9 specialisT chaRges
 4.10 lock ouT oR losT keys

5. general terms anD conDitions  
 5.1 infoRmaTion you need To Tell us
 5.2 claims – your RighTs
 5.3 claims – our RighTs
 5.5 looking afTeR your vehicle
 5.5 fRaud
 5.6 oTheR makes

6. change of aDDress form

7. transfer of oWnershiP form
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About Our Insurance services 

1.   the financial conduct authority (fca)

  The fca is the independent watchdog that regulates financial services. it requires us to give you 
this document. use this information to decide if our services are right for you.

2.  Whose products do we offer?

   We offer products from a range of insurers. 

   We only offer products from a limited number of insurers for roadside assistance.  
ask us for a list of insurers we offer insurance from.

   We only offer products from a single insurer. 

3. Which service will we provide you with?

   We will advise and make a recommendation for you after we have assessed your needs for 
roadside assistance insurance.

   you will not receive advice or a recommendation from us for roadside assistance. We may 
ask some questions to narrow down the selection of products that we will provide details on. 
you will then need to make your own choice about how to proceed.

4.  What will you have to pay us for this service?

  a fee. 

  no fee.

  you will receive a quotation which will tell you about any other fees relating to any particular insur-
ance policy.

4
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mondial assistance (uk) limited 
102  george street 

croydon

cR9 6hd

5. Who regulates us?

  mondial assistance (uk) limited, 102 george street, croydon cR9 6hd, trading as volvo 
assistance, is authorised and regulated by the financial conduct authority. our fca Register 
number is 311909.

 our permitted business is arranging Roadside assistance insurance.

  mondial assistance uk limited also has permission to conduct the following business with regards 
to non-investment insurance contracts:

	 •		Arranging 
	 •		Agreeing	to	carry	on	a	regulated	activity 
	 •		Dealing	agent 
	 •		Making	arrangements	with	a	view	to	transactions

  you can check this on the fca’s Register by visiting the fca’s website www.fsa.gov.uk/register/ or 
by contacting the fca on 0845 606 1234.

6. What to do if you have a complaint 

 if you wish to register a complaint, please contact us:

  in writing: customer support, volvo assistance, 102 george street, croydon cR9 6hd.

 by email: customersupport@allianz-assistance.co.uk

 by phone: 020 8603 9853 

  if you cannot settle your complaint with us, you  may be entitled to refer it to the financial 
ombudsman service for independent arbitration.

7.   are we covered by the financial services compensation scheme (fscs)? 

  We are covered by the fscs. you may be entitled to compensation from the scheme if we cannot 
meet our obligations. This depends on the type of business and the circumstances of the claim.

 insurance cover provides protection for 90% of the claim, with no upper limit.

  further information about the compensation scheme arrangements is available from the fscs, 
telephone number 0800 678 1100 or 020 7741 4100, or by visiting their website at www.fscs.org.uk. 

Policy Wording Policy Wording
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1. Introduction

1.1 Welcome

Thank you for taking out volvo assistance with 
us. 

volvo assistance has been designed to help 
protect you against the costs incurred in the event 
of a breakdown/immobilisation of the insured 
vehicle occurring within the area of cover.

your confirmation of cover letter shows the 
sections of the policy that are applicable, the 
insured vehicle covered and any special terms or 
conditions that may apply. 

it is very important that you read the whole of the 
applicable sections of this policy together with 
the confirmation of cover letter and make sure 
that you understand what is covered, what is not 
covered and what to do if you require assistance.

all the details of how to make a claim together 
with conditions of the policy are set out in the 
following pages.

please keep this policy book and your 
confirmation of cover letter in a safe place. 

1.2 Important Contact Details

1.2.1 assistance

in the event of requiring assistance following 
vehicle breakdown/immobilisation, you should 
contact volvo assistance. please have the 
following information to hand when calling:

•		Location	of	vehicle
•		Registration	number	of	your vehicle
•		A	contact	telephone	number
•		Description	of	problem

when in the uK call 0208 603 9416 or freephone 
0800 777 116.

when in continental europe call +44 208 603 
9993.

all calls to volvo assistance may be recorded. 
This will assist us in confirming details of a call 
that may be incomplete or unclear.

1.2.2 change of address

if you need to update your contact details please 
call volvo assistance administration on 0845 641 
9748. alternatively, please complete the change 
of address form on page 21.

1.3 Summary of Cover

for full terms and conditions please read this policy document together with your confirmation 
of cover letter.

cover and limits 
all claim limits in this document and in your confirmation of cover letter 
are exclusive of vaT. This product is only available for vehicles up to the age 
of 10 years old.

volvo assistance in 
the uK
local Recovery / 
Roadside or home 
assistance

•			Onward	Travel	up	to	£525	per	beneficiary or hotel accommodation up 
to	£90	per	beneficiary per night for a maximum of 4 nights or car hire 
up to a maximum of 3 days per valid claim for assistance (subject to 
volvo assistance first providing local Recovery / Roadside or home 
assistance).

volvo assistance in 
continental europe
local Recovery / 
Roadside assistance

This service is only available for travel not exceeding 90 days in one single 
trip.

•			Onward	Travel	up	to	£525	per	beneficiary or hotel accommodation up 
to	£90	per	beneficiary per night for a maximum of 4 nights or car hire up 
to a maximum of 3 days per valid claim for assistance (subject to volvo 
assistance first providing local Recovery / Roadside assistance).

Policy Wording Policy Wording
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2. Important Information

2.1 Insurer

volvo assistance insurance is underwritten by 
aga international sa and is administered in the 
united kingdom by mondial assistance (uk) 
limited (trading as volvo assistance).

2.2 How your policy works

your policy and confirmation of cover letter is a 
contract between you and us. We will pay for any 
claim you make which is covered by the policy 
and level of cover chosen that occurs during the 
period of insurance.

unless specifically mentioned, the benefits and 
exclusions within each section apply to the 
insured vehicle. your policy does not cover all 
possible events and expenses.

certain words have a special meaning as shown 
under the section ‘definition of words’. These 
words have been highlighted by the use of bold 
print throughout the policy document.

2.3 Cancellation Rights

if this cover does not meet your requirements 
or should you decide to cancel this insurance 
policy for any reason within 14 days of receipt of 
the original documentation, you can obtain a full 
refund of the premium paid without charge. after 
this 14 day period you will be entitled to a pro-rata 
refund subject to no claims being paid under the 
policy,	less	an	administration	fee	of	£25.	In	either	
case, if you have asked us to perform or provide 
any of the services given under this policy we are 

entitled to recover all costs that you have used for 
the service provided. To obtain a refund please 
write to us at volvo assistance, po box 161, 
croydon, cR0 1ax or Telephone 0845 641 9748 
or contact the selling agent.

2.4 Transfer of Ownership

if your car is sold direct to a private individual, the 
remaining cover may be transferred to the new 
owner	providing	that	the	registration	fee	of	£20	is	
paid. cover will not be transferred until payment 
has been made. as soon as possible after the 
date of sale, please complete the form at the back 
of this document, attach a cheque for the transfer 
fee	of	£20	and	send	it	to:	
 
volvo assistance, po box 161, croydon, cR0 
1ax.
 
please make cheques or postal orders payable to 
volvo assistance.

please note that the form must be signed by the 
existing policyholder named on the confirmation 
of cover letter.

n.b. The volvo assistance product is not 
transferable to another vehicle other than that 
shown on the confirmation of cover letter.

2.5 Renewal of your Volvo Assistance Policy

we will send you a renewal notice at least within 
21 days prior to the expiry of the period of 
insurance as shown on your confirmation of 
cover letter.

We may vary the terms of your cover and the 
premium rates at the renewal date.

2.6 Data Protection

information about your policy may be shared 
between us, volvo car uk limited, and the 
insurer for underwriting and administration 
purposes. 

you should understand that the information you 
provide will be used by us, our representatives, 
the insurer, other insurers and industry governing 
bodies and regulators to process your insurance, 
handle claims and prevent fraud. This may involve 
transferring information to other countries (some 
of which may have limited or no data protection 
laws). We have taken steps to ensure your 
information is held securely.

your information may be used by us, the insurer 
and members of the allianz global assistance 
and shared with volvo car uk limited companies 
for marketing and research purposes or to inform 
you from time to time about new products or 
services. if you do not want to receive marketing 
information please write to volvo assistance, po 
box 161, croydon, cR0 1ax. you have the right 
to access your personal records.

2.7 Financial Services Compensation Scheme 
(FSCS)

for your added protection, the insurer is 
covered by the fscs. you may be entitled to 
compensation from the scheme if the insurer 
cannot meet its obligations. This depends on the 
type of business and the circumstances of the 
claim.

insurance cover provides protection for 90% of 
the claim, with no upper limit.

further information about the compensation 
scheme arrangements is available from the fscs, 
telephone number 0800 678 1100 or 020 7741 
4100, or by visiting their website at www.fscs.org.
uk.

2.8 Governing Law

unless you and we agree otherwise, english 
law will apply and all communications and 
documentation in relation to this insurance will be 
in english.  in the event of a dispute hereunder, 
the english courts shall have exclusive jurisdiction
no term of this insurance agreement is to be 
enforceable by any third party pursuant to the 
contract (Rights of Third parties) act 1999. 

your statutory rights are not affected in any way 
by this insurance policy.

Policy Wording Policy Wording
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2.9 Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999

We, the insurer and you do not intend any term of this contract to be enforceable by any third 
party pursuant to the contract (Rights of Third parties) act 1999.

2.10 Making a Complaint

We aim to provide you with first class insurance cover and service. however, there may be times 
when you feel we have not done so. if this is the case, please tell us about it so that we can do 
our best to solve the problem. if you make a complaint your legal rights will not be affected.

in the first instance, please contact: customer support, volvo assistance, po box 161, croydon, 
cR0 1ax
email customersupport@allianz-assistance.co.uk
phone 020 8603 9853

please supply us with your name, address, policy number/vehicle registration and claim number 
where applicable and enclose copies of relevant correspondence as this will help us to deal with 
your complaint in the shortest possible time.

if you are not satisfied with our final response you can refer the matter to the financial 
ombudsman service for independent arbitration. 
 

Policy Wording

when the following words and phrases appear in 
this policy document or confirmation of cover 
letter, they have the specific meanings given 
below. These words are highlighted by the use of 
bold print. 

area of cover 
means uK and continental europe

beneficiary, beneficiary’s, beneficiaries  
means you or any other driver of the insured 
vehicle using the insured vehicle with 
your permission and any passenger of the 
insured vehicle at the moment a breakdown/
immobilisation occurs.

breakdown/immobilisation  
means electrical or mechanical breakdown; road 
traffic accident; loss of keys; loss, damage or 
destruction by fire, theft or vandalism; lack of 
fuel, incorrect fuelling or contaminated fuel and 
punctures, causing the insured vehicle to be 
immobilised.

confirmation of cover letter 
means the letter which was sent to you with this 
policy document.

continental europe 
andorra, austria, belgium, bulgaria, bosnia and 
herzegovina, croatia, cyprus (greek Territory 
only), czech Republic, denmark, estonia, finland, 
france, germany, gibraltar, greece, hungary, 
iceland, ireland, italy, latvia, liechtenstein, 
lithuania, luxembourg, macedonia, malta, 
monaco, netherlands, norway, poland, portugal, 
Romania, Russia*, san marino, serbia, slovakia, 
slovenia, spain (including balearic islands but 
excluding canary islands), sweden, switzerland, 
Turkey.

*cover in Russia is limited to a 31 mile radius 
from the external ring of the following cities; st 
petersburg, moscow, Rostov on don, Togliatti 
and perm.

insured vehicle 
means the insured vehicle shown on the 
confirmation of cover letter, for which the 
appropriate insurance premium has been paid. 

insurer  
aga international sa. 

volvo assistance, we, our, us 
means mondial assistance (uk) limited which 
administers the insurance on behalf of the insurer 
and volvo car uk limited. 

3. Definition of Words

Policy Wording
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volvo assistance provides you with the following 
assistance services and benefits for motoring 
emergencies to aid you in the event of a covered 
breakdown/immobilisation of the insured 
vehicle in the uK or continental europe as set 
out in this section of this document.

4.1 What to do if you need assistance

if you require help, please do not attempt to make 
your own arrangements as reimbursement cannot 
be made to you retrospectively.

please contact volvo assistance with the 
following details:

•		Location	of	vehicle
•		Registration	number	of	your vehicle
•		A	contact	telephone	number
•		Description	of	problem

when in the uK call 0208 603 9416 or freephone 
0800 777 116.
when in continental europe call +44 208 603 
9993.

all calls to volvo assistance may be recorded. 
This will assist us in confirming details of a call 
that may be incomplete or unclear.

4.2 European Autoroute Restrictions

if assistance is required on a french autoroute 
or on certain other autoroutes in continental 
europe, you must use the official sos boxes at 
the side of the road to arrange initial assistance 

or recovery. as these roads are privatised, neither 
volvo assistance nor any other assistance 
organisation is allowed to assist you on these 
roads.

once the insured vehicle has been recovered 
from the autoroute, you should contact volvo 
assistance and we will make any further 
arrangements for you and inform you how to 
reclaim costs incurred for recovery from the 
autoroute.

4.3 Volvo Assistance Benefits in the UK

4.3.1 local recovery or roadside and home 
assistance

in the event of breakdown/immobilisation, 
volvo assistance will organise and pay the cost 
of taking the insured vehicle to the nearest 
authorised volvo dealer or volvo authorised 
workshop within a 50 mile radius should a 
roadside repair prove unsuccessful.

4.3.2. storage 

if your insured vehicle has to be stored following 
recovery by volvo assistance, we will pay for the 
cost of local recovery and storage to a maximum 
of	£90.	

if volvo assistance are unable to mobilise your 
vehicle following local recovery/roadside or home 
assistance, you will be entitled to one of the 
following benefits.

Policy Wording

4. Volvo Assistance

Policy Wording

Period of insurance  
means the period shown on your confirmation of 
cover letter.

Private individual 
means a person who is using the insured vehicle 
for their own personal use and who is not a motor 
trader, garage, business or individual dealing in 
the buying and selling or repair of motor vehicles.

uK  
means england, scotland, wales, northern 
ireland, the channel islands and the isle of man.

you, your, yours  
means the private individual named on the 
confirmation of cover letter, or as replaced by 
any new owner correctly declared to us using the 
Transfer of ownership form in this document and 
accepted by us. 
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4.3.3. onward travel or hotel accommodation 
or car hire

in the event of breakdown/immobilisation of 
the insured vehicle in the uK where the insured 
vehicle cannot be repaired within 4 hours or the 
same day, after arrival at the authorised volvo 
dealer or volvo authorised workshop, volvo 
assistance will organise and pay for one of the 
following:

onward travel for you and your beneficiaries. 
This means hiring a taxi to a maximum of 50 miles 
or	£45,	or	if	you are more than 50 miles away 
from your home address first class rail or if your 
journey exceeds 6 hours economy class air fare, 
to enable the beneficiaries to return or continue 
to any destination of the beneficiaries’ choice 
within the uK	up	to	a	maximum	of	£525	per	
beneficiary. 

or

if you are more than 50 miles away from your 
home address, overnight hotel bed and breakfast 
accommodation	for	up	to	£90	per	beneficiary 
per night, for a maximum of 4 nights. overnight 
hotel accommodation is limited to one night if the 
breakdown/immobilisation arose through road 
traffic accident, attempted theft, vandalism, theft 
or fire of the insured vehicle up to a maximum 
of	£90	per beneficiary. please note hotel 
accommodation is not available for breakdown/
immobilisation arising through incorrect fuel or 
contaminated fuel.

or

in the event of breakdown/immobilisation 
of the insured vehicle volvo assistance will 
organise and pay for a temporary replacement 
vehicle, during the time that the insured vehicle 
is being repaired, for the duration of repair up 
to a maximum period of 3 days. The temporary 
replacement vehicle will only be provided if volvo 
assistance has arranged the recovery of the 
insured vehicle to an authorised volvo dealer or 
volvo authorised workshop. car hire is limited to 
one day for breakdown/immobilisation arising 
through; road traffic accident, attempted theft, 
vandalism, theft or fire. please note car hire is not 
available for breakdown/immobilisation arising 
through incorrect fuel or contaminated fuel.

you must be able to satisfy the requirements of 
the car rental company which include:

•			The	rental	provider	will	need	to	see	your valid 
driving licence and you will be asked for a 
deposit to cover fuel charges, insurance and 
any additional days hire. 

•			Certain	endorsements	on	your licence may 
prejudice your eligibility to hire a vehicle. 
insurance requirements may stipulate that you 
must have held a full uK driving licence for a 
minimum of 12 months and are aged between 
25 and 65.

you must be able to satisfy the requirements 
of the vehicle hire company and you will be 
responsible for fuel, insurance and other ancillary 
charges. The replacement vehicle will normally 
be a passenger car and will not necessarily be an 
equivalent to the insured vehicle.

4.3.4 vehicle collection

on completion of repairs to your insured vehicle 
by an authorised volvo dealer or volvo authorised 
workshop, volvo assistance will pay the cost of 
you collecting the insured vehicle, by taxi, 1st 
class train fare or economy class air fare where 
train travel exceeds 6 hours.

Taxi	is	limited	to	50	miles	or	£45	maximum	and	
the vehicle collection benefit is not available 
where the original breakdown/immobilisation 
arose through Road traffic accident, attempted 
theft, vandalism, theft, fire, incorrect fuelling or 
contaminated fuel.

4.3.5 message service

volvo assistance will pass on urgent messages 
to you or the beneficiaries’ family, business or 
friends if your journey has been delayed due to 
the breakdown/immobilisation of the insured 
vehicle. 

4.4 Volvo Assistance Benefits in Continental 
Europe (This service is only available for travel 
not exceeding 90 days in one single trip).

4.4.1 local recovery or roadside assistance

in the event of breakdown/immobilisation in 
continental europe, volvo assistance will 
organise and pay for the costs of taking the 
insured vehicle to the nearest authorised volvo 
dealer or volvo authorised workshop should 
roadside assistance prove unsuccessful. 

4.4.2. storage 

if your insured vehicle has to be stored following 
recovery by volvo assistance, we will pay for the 
cost of local recovery and storage to a maximum 
of	£90.	

if volvo assistance are unable to mobilise your 
insured vehicle following local recovery/roadside 
assistance in continental europe, you will be 
entitled to the one of the following benefits.

4.4.3 onward travel or hotel accommodation 
or car hire

in the event of breakdown/immobilisation of the 
insured vehicle in continental europe where the 
insured vehicle cannot be repaired within 4 hours 
or the same day, after arrival at the authorised 
volvo dealer or volvo authorised workshop, volvo 
assistance will organise and pay for one of the 
following:

onward travel for you and your beneficiaries 
means	taxi	to	a	maximum	of	50	miles	or	£45,	
or first class rail or if your journey exceeds 6 
hours economy class air fare, to enable the 
beneficiaries to return or continue to any 
destination of the beneficiaries’ choice up to a 
maximum	of	£525	per	beneficiary. 

or

overnight hotel bed and breakfast 
accommodation	for	up	to	£90	per	beneficiary 
per night, for a maximum of 4 nights. overnight 
hotel accommodation is limited to one night if the 
breakdown/immobilisation arose through road 
traffic accident, attempted theft, vandalism, theft 
or fire of the insured vehicle up to a maximum 
of	£90	per	beneficiary.	Please	note	hotel	
accommodation is not available for breakdown/
immobilisation arising through incorrect fuel or 
contaminated fuel.

or

Policy Wording Policy Wording
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volvo assistance will organise and pay for a 
temporary replacement vehicle, during the time 
that the insured vehicle is being repaired, for 
the duration of repair up to a maximum period 
of 3 days. The temporary replacement vehicle 
will only be provided if volvo assistance has 
arranged the recovery of the insured vehicle to 
an authorised volvo dealer or volvo authorised 
workshop. car hire is limited to one working day 
for breakdown/immobilisation arising through 
road traffic accident, attempted theft, vandalism, 
theft or fire. please note car hire is not available 
for breakdown/immobilisation arising through 
incorrect fuel or contaminated fuel.

you must be able to satisfy the requirements of 
the car rental company which include:

•			The	rental	provider	will	need	to	see	your valid 
driving licence and you will be asked for a 
deposit to cover fuel charges, insurance and 
any additional day’s hire. 

•			Certain	endorsements	on	your licence may 
prejudice your eligibility to hire a vehicle. 
insurance requirements may stipulate that you 
must have held a full uK driving licence for a 
minimum of 12 months and are aged between 
25 and 65.

you must be able to satisfy the requirements 
of the vehicle hire company and you will be 
responsible for fuel, insurance and other ancillary 
charges. The replacement vehicle will normally 
be a passenger car and will not necessarily be an 
equivalent to the insured vehicle.

4.4.4 vehicle repatriation

in the event of breakdown/immobilisation in 
continental europe where the insured vehicle 
cannot be repaired and where the repairs will 
take longer than 3 days, volvo assistance will 
repatriate the insured vehicle to the nearest 
authorised volvo dealer or volvo authorised 
workshop or to your home address in the uK.

4.4.5 message service

volvo assistance will pass on urgent messages 
to you or the beneficiaries’ family, business or 
friends if your journey has been delayed due to 
the breakdown/immobilisation of the insured 
vehicle. 

4.5 Assistance Exclusions

volvo assistance will not assist or reimburse 
you or beneficiaries in the event of a call for 
assistance or claim caused by, arising from or in 
connection with the following:

1.   We will not pay for any loss, theft, damage, 
death, bodily injury, cost or expense that is 
not directly associated with the incident that 
caused you to claim, unless expressly stated 
in this policy.

2.   ionising radiation or radioactive contamination 
from any nuclear fuel or the nuclear waste 
arising from burning nuclear fuel.

3.   Radioactive, toxic, explosive or other 
dangerous properties of any explosive nuclear 
equipment or nuclear part of that equipment.

4.   war, invasion, acts of foreign enemies, 
terrorism, hostilities (whether war be declared 
or not), civil war, rebellion, revolution, 
insurrection, military or usurped power, riot or 
civil commotion.

5.    pressure waves caused by aircraft and other 
aerial devices travelling at sonic or supersonic 
speeds.

6.   any costs covered under any other warranty, 
guarantee, insurance or cover.

7.   accident or injury either through voluntary 
non-observance of the laws of the land in 
which the beneficiary is travelling or the 
practice of activities not authorised by the 
local authorities.

8.    The cost of replacement parts.

9.    damage or injury intentionally caused by 
you or a beneficiary or resulting from 
participation in a criminal act or offence.

10.  The beneficiary/beneficiaries or any other 
third party organising any of the services 
detailed in this policy without first having 
authorisation from volvo assistance and a 
file number.

11.  any costs that would have been payable 
normally by you or the beneficiaries, such as 
fuel, congestion or toll charges.

12.  charges for specialist recovery or charges 
incurred by us where the insured vehicle 
is not being used on a public highway or 
when the breakdown/immobilisation 
occurred where the insured vehicle was 
not accessible using our standard recovery 
equipment.

13.  breakdown/immobilisation which happens 
outside the area of cover.

14.  faulty repairs, incorrect servicing or failure 
to have the insured vehicle serviced 
in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
specification.

15.  vehicles modified in anyway from the original 
manufacturer’s specification.

16.  any costs incurred after the insured vehicle 
has been repaired and is available to be 
driven.

17.  any sundry expenses resulting from an 
incident claimed for under this section, for 
example telephone or mobile phone calls, 
faxes, food and drink.

4.6 Caravan and Trailers

caravans or trailers are covered for breakdown/
immobilisation when being towed by the insured 
vehicle. We will arrange for your caravan or trailer 
to be taken near to the repairing authorised volvo 
dealer or volvo authorised workshop. We will not 
however be liable for any goods, possessions or 
livestock being transported.

4.7 Adverse Weather Conditions

please be aware that adverse weather conditions 
such as high winds, snow, ice or floods can make 
it impracticable for us to provide our normal 
assistance services. in this event, our immediate 
priority is to ensure that you and the beneficiaries 
travelling with you are taken to a place of safety, 
meaning that it may be necessary for us to attend 
to the insured vehicle later.
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4.8 Release Fees

should the insured vehicle be stolen and subsequently recovered by the police, you may be required 
by them to pay a release fee before we can remove the insured vehicle to an authorised volvo dealer 
or volvo authorised workshop or to your home address. 

4.9 Specialist Charges

in the event that the recovery of the insured vehicle requires the use of specialist equipment, any such 
costs in addition to our standard recovery services will be payable by you.

4.10 Lock Out or Lost Keys
in the event that entry to the insured vehicle is not possible and spare keys are not available, a forced 
entry may be required. if this happens, before any attempt is made to enter the insured vehicle, we will 
ask you to sign a declaration giving your permission for this to take place and stating that any resulting 
costs will be your responsibility.

5. General terms and Conditions

These conditions apply to all sections of your 
roadside assistance insurance and you must meet 
them before we make a payment. 

5.1 Information You Need To Tell Us

There is certain information that we need to know 
as it may affect the terms of the insurance cover 
we can offer you.

you must, to the best of your knowledge, give 
accurate answers to the questions we ask when 
you buy your volvo assistance policy. if you do 
not answer the questions truthfully it could result 
in your policy being invalid and could mean that 
all or part of a claim may not be paid.

if you think you may have given us any incorrect 
answers, or if you want any help, please call 0845 
641 9748 as soon as possible and we will be able 
to tell you if we can still offer you cover.  

5.2 Claims – Your Duties

if a claim occurs you must comply with the 
relevant claims procedures described in this 
document as soon as you can. 

5.3 Claims – Our Duties

We can take over and carry out the defence or 
settlement of any claim. after we have made a 
payment, we can pay to take legal action to get 
back any payment we have made under this 
roadside assistance insurance. 

if we want to, we will examine the insured 
vehicle and will test damaged components. 

5.4 Looking After Your Vehicle

you must take all reasonable steps to safeguard 
the insured vehicle against breakdown/
immobilisation.

5.5 Fraud 

if you or any beneficiary claiming under this 
insurance makes a claim that is false or dishonest 
in any way, this insurance will not be valid and 
you will lose all benefits under it.

5.6 Other Makes

if volvo assistance are unable to mobilise your 
insured vehicle following local recovery/roadside 
assistance in continental europe and your 
insured vehicle is recovered to an authorised 
dealer you are then entitled to onward travel or 
hotel accommodation or car hire.
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notes...

Policy Wording

6. Change of Address Form

please complete the details below and send to the address below: volvo assistance, 
po box 161, croydon, cR0 1ax.

insured vehicle details: 

Registration number: 

chassis number (vin):

your details: 

Title: mr/mrs/miss/ms/other

initials:

surname:

new address details

house name / number: 

street:

Town: 

county:

post code:

Tel. work:

Tel. home:

email address: 

company details: 
(please complete this section for a company vehicle only)

company name:

address:

Town: 

county: 

post code: 
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notes...
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7. transfer of Ownership Form

if your car is sold, the remaining cover may be transferred to the new owner providing that the 
registration	fee	of	£20	is	paid	(please	make	your cheque payable to volvo assistance). cover 
will not be transferred until the payment has been made. please note that the form below must 
be signed by the existing policyholder named on the confirmation of cover letter.

imPortant: check all services have been carried out when due during the period of 
insurance - otherwise the insurance will not be valid
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volvo is a registered trademark of volvo car uk limited, vaT no. gb 505345176. 

volvo assistance is underwritten by aga international sa and is administered in 
the uk by mondial assistance (uk) limited, Registered in england no. 1710361.  
Registered office 102 george street, croydon cR9 6hd.

mondial assistance (uk) limited are authorised and regulated by the financial 
conduct authority (fca).

aga international sa is authorised by autorité de contrôle prudentiel in france
and authorised and subject to limited regulation by the financial conduct authority. 
details about the extent of our authorisation and regulation by the financial 
conduct authority are available from us on request.

mondial assistance (uk) limited will act as an agent for aga international sa with 
respect to the receipt of customer money, for the purpose of settling claims and 
handling premium refunds.

This document is available in large 
print, audio and braille. 

 please contact us on 0845 641 
9748, textphone 020 8666 9562 

using a compatible Rnid handset.

we will be pleased to organise an 
alternative version for you.
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date of transfer:  

mileage at Transfer: 

insured vehicle details: 

Registration number: 

chassis number (vin):

details of the new owner: 

Title: mr/mrs/miss/ms/other

initials:

surname:

house name / number: 

street:

Town: 

county:

post code:

Tel. work:

Tel. home:

email address: 

company details: 

(please complete this section for a company vehicle only)

company name:

address:

Town: 

county: 

post code: 

i (name) ______________________________ hereby give notice that i wish to transfer the 
balance of my volvo assistance to the new owner detailed below.

signature ________________________________

i have read, and agree to abide by, the terms and conditions of the volvo assistance 
insurance and request that all rights and benefits of the insurance cover be transferred to me. 

new owner’s signature: 

date: 
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Volvo. for life


